Let the games begin!

PLAY - interactive game table
A versatile, collaborative multi-touch table

https://youtu.be/SGvSjedlaBs

https://youtu.be/hGjXRy0WIEA

PLAY: THE INTERACTIVE TABLE
An innovative, family-friendly game table
EDUCATIONAL AND FUN

A versatile, entertaining selection of games

Survey: 87.2% of customers satisfied with the range of games for kids

Survey: 78% of customers satisfied with the range of games for adults

“All hotels should have these types of games” – Novotel Paris

“A fun and innovative concept” – Novotel Casablanca

“It’s perfect, as parents we were delighted.” – Novotel Singapore

“The games are really great and the interface is really well-adapted” – Novotel Paris

Survey: 92.4% of customers consider the table easy-to-use

Survey: 85.2% of customers consider the table attractive
CASIN O'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our family back to ether! Available Now!

Boule, but better

- Casino’Touch lets up to six users play an interactive version of Boule, similar to roulette
- Guess which slot the ball will land in when spun, placing virtual poker chips as bets (no real money is exchanged)
- Betting options include individual numbers, high/low, odd/even, or by color
- The last player standing wins!

How to Play

- Each player selects start and is presented $38 in chips. They can bet as much as they like by moving the chips to the number/option of choice
- After spinning, all players who guessed correctly where the ball land win chips. The payout is X2 for a category, or X7 for a number
- Players who guessed incorrectly lose their bet
- Past rounds are stored in Last Numbers
- Players can make change to bet smaller amounts
BLACKJACK TOUCH: desktop

Available Now!

Your virtual casino!
- An interactive game of blackjack, allowing up to 3 users or a combination of humans and bots to play against the dealer.
- The object is score as close to 21 as possible without going over.
- Bet anywhere from $1 to $100, all virtual money, no currency exchange is accepted.
- Be careful with strategy – anything over 21 loses!

How to Play
- Each player places their bet of choice and is dealt two cards, face up. The dealer is dealt one face up card, one face down.
- Players decide whether they would like to "Hit" to receive an additional card, or stand.
- After each player has played, the dealer takes their turn. They must hit on 15, and stay on 16.
- Every player is versus the dealer, and will win and lose based on whether they beat the dealer.
What IS Baccarat, anyway?

- Baccarat'Touch is a version of Punto Banco, a classic casino game based on chance.
- Players do not compete against each other, but bet on a central game between Player and Banker.
- Both Banker and Player try to get as close to 9 as possible with their card combination.
- The initial deal is 2 cards, with Banker and Player following a set of rules for a possible third card.

How to Play

- Each player selects Banker, Player, or Tie to favor, and bets between $1-100 each round.
- Two cards are dealt to Player and Banker. The cards are added and the sum is the right digit. So a 7 and 5 is 12, meaning the score is “2.”
- Both Player and Banker follow a set of rules as to whether they “Stand” or accept a third card.
- When the round ends, whoever is closest to 9 wins, and players are awarded accordingly.
DOMINO' TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our family back to ether! Available Now!

Dominos, anywhere, without the mess
- Digital dominos, a simple multitouch game made for two to four players
- Play against other opponents, computer bots, or a combination of both kinds
- A simple game of Dominos, consisting of 28 tiles with two halves, each half with a number of dots
- The object is to match your tiles number-wise to the ends tiles on the board until you run out.
- The first player to use all their tiles wins!

How to Play
- Each half of the domino is a number represented by 1 – 6 dots. Players begin with 7 dominos
- Moving clockwise, players place a tile of theirs into the center, matching the outside number of one of the end tiles already on the board
- If a player does not have a move, they may draw from the tile till until they do. If no tiles are left, they pass their turn to the next player
- The winner’s total is the sum of the leftover tiles
AIR HOCKEY TOUCH: desktop app

Available Now!

Your virtual arcade
- An interactive version of your favorite arcade game!
- Two players compete against each other in this goalkeeper offense arcade game
- Players use a hockey puck to guide the puck across the table into their opponent's goal while protecting their goal at the same time

How to Play
- Players take opposite sides of the table and use a finger to move their hockey puck across the screen. There are no boundaries, you can move your puck any direction
- Each time you successfully guide the puck into the opponent's goal, you score a point
- The first player to score 10 points is the winner!
RACE'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our family back to ether! Available Now!

Race to the Finish!

- Photobook'Touch lets up to four users navigate three racetracks based on difficulty: Easy, Medium, Difficult
- The steering wheel matches the race car color. Cars are steered by using touch to navigate the wheel
- First car to cross the finish line wins!

How to Play

- Select a steering wheel to begin. The race will countdown once all players have locked in
- Moving your finger right and left on the wheel steers the car. Stay on course! Moving off the track will hinder the car’s speed and direction
- Guide the car across the speed increaser for a quick burst
- The winner’s time will be displayed at the end
CU RLIN G'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our famil back to ether! Available Now!

Shuffleboard for your fingers!
- Curling'Touch is a multiplayer game played on a virtual shuffleboard with a central target
- Players aim and shoot pucks toward the center, where different rings have different points
- Red and yellow pucks are used to differentiate each player
- Can be played single player for more practice
- The player with the most points when all pucks are played is the winner

How to Play
- Each player takes a side of the shuffleboard, one plays the red pucks and the other plays yellow
- Using a finger, pucks are “flicked” toward the target in a single quick movement
- The rings are valued 5-50, with the center of the target being highest value
- Scores are tracked for each player at the top
- After 10 pucks are played, the player with the highest score is declared the winner
SUDOKU TOUCH: desktop app

An individual or competitive logic game

- Sudoku Touch lets up to four users try out their logic skills with this mathematical brain teaser
- Each player begins with a 9X9 grid, composed of 9 individual 3X3 squares
- Each individual square should contain a number 1-9 and it is the player’s challenge to find the correct answer such that each row, column, and 3x3 square contains one of each numeral

How to Play

- Each grid will be pre-filled with some numbers to begin. Use logic skills to determine the rest
- Touching a square will launch a pop-up of the numbers 1-9. Select your choice to fill it in
- If you get stuck, touching the hint button will reveal the grid’s correct answer
- If playing competitively, the first player to successfully fill their grid is the winner!
- Scores are stored in the “high score” box
PONG'TOUCH: desktop app

Your virtual arcade

- Pong'Touch is an interactive update of the family favorite
- Two to four players compete to be the last player standing in this goalkeeper offense arcade game
- Players must protect their goal while trying to score against their opponent using several balls of varying sizes, active in the field

How to Play

- Two to four players take opposing sides of the screen, all with a unique color
- Players slide their finger across their blocker to not only protect their goal, but to deflect the balls in play into opponents’ goals
- Each time a ball passes through your goal, you lose health from your life meter. When a player’s meter is depleted, they have lost the game.
- The last remaining player wins!
PAINT'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin your family back to ether! Available Now!

Your Interactive coloring and puzzle book

- Paint'Touch lets up to four users explore their creativity through a series of drawings, puzzles, and connect-the-dot games
- Recommended for children of all ages
- 50 unique templates, including 20 drawings
- Once your works of art are completed, they are shared via email or Facebook through the app!

How to Play

- A content stack full of drawings and puzzles presents itself. Drag and drop from the stack into the center area to select
- Use tools like paintbrush, bucket, and pencil to color your drawings. Choose your own color! For puzzles, use the pencil tool to complete the task. An eraser helps if you make a mistake!
- A virtual keyboard will appear to help you send your work via email or connect to Facebook
SNAP'TOUCH: desktop app

Available Now!

Memory Match 2.0

- An updated version of the family classic
- The tiled board has image cards, presented face down in a random order, with 10 matches
- Can be played individually or as a collaboration with up to 4 players
- Game is timed to keep a fast pace
- Players can upload their own image files to play using the directory folder

How to Play

- There are 21 tiles, which includes 10 sets of matching images and one unique tile
- Players select tiles two at a time to reveal the images for a brief moment, and try to remember which images are where on screen
- When a pair is successfully match, it disappears
- If incorrect, both tiles flip back over
- The game ends when all matches are found and only the unique image remains
TIC TAC TOE' TOUCH: desktop app

Available Now!

Noughts and Crosses like never before!

- Tic Tac Toe’Touch is an interactive update of the family favorite
- Two players compete to score three of their marks in a row, either vertically, horizontally or diagonally
- Players can play as many rounds as they like, the scores are tracked in the side panel on the screen

How to Play

- One player marks X and the other marks O. The X player will start with the first round’s first move
- Touching one of the nine spaces on the board will place the player's marker. Each take turns until one player successfully marks a line of 3
- If no one is able to connect 3, both players lose
- The game will restart automatically, and the O player will begin the round after, alternating
- The rounds will continue until the game is quit
BALLOONS' TOUCH: desktop app

How good is your hand-eye coordination?
- A competitive balloon popping game with up to 4 players
- Each player has their own color and tries to pop as many of their balloons as possible
- Balloons are constantly moving and disappearing, good reflexes required!
- The game is timed, with the winning player having popped more of their color balloon than the others

How to Play
- Select the number of players. Depending on the number of players, the screen will fill with blue, green, red and purple balloons.
- Each player selects their own color, and tries to pop their balloons, with a single touch
- Each popped balloon is worth one point. Be careful to pop only your balloons, popping an opponent's color adds to their score!
- After 45 seconds, the highest scoring player wins
MATCH'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our family back to ether! Available Now!

Test your knowledge!

- A visual trivia matching game across multiple categories of varying difficulty
- Players must recognize images and match them with the appropriate names
- Young children can practice vocabulary and spelling with the easier categories such as animals
- Categories such as World Landmarks or US Presidents are challenging for older players

How to Play

- There are 21 tiles, some images and others text.
- There are 10 pairs for players to find, matching images with the appropriate name.
- The active tile is outlined in orange to remind players which is selected. Incorrect guesses will turn the tile outline white until it is matched.
- When a pair is matched, the tiles disappear.
- The game ends when all matches are found and only the unique image remains.
SHUFFLE'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin your family back to ether! Available Now!

A fun, fast-paced word search
- Shuffle'Touch is a competitive word game where players search a 4x5 letter grid for playable words
- Words are formed by tracing a line along adjacent letters, in the spelling’s correct order
- Words must be minimum two letters, unique, and not proper nouns or names
- Game is timed, with up to 4 players at once!
- Points for words are determined by letter values

How to Play
- The game begins with each player’s side displaying a grid with 20 letters in 4x5 formation
- Players find words in the grid, valid only if each letter in the string is touching. Letters can be adjacent horizontally, vertically, or diagonally
- Points are awarded based on letter value, with total points displayed in each player’s module
- The object is to find as many words as possible within each 30 second timed round
PUZZLE' TOUCH: desktop app

Virtual jigsaw puzzles!
- A collection of images across many different categories, from animals to cityscapes
- 3 levels of difficulty: Easy, Medium, and Hard with varying numbers of puzzle pieces
- Can be an individual game or played collaboratively with up to 4 players
- Image is kept on screen to serve as a guide if players have trouble assembling their puzzle

How to Play
- Players select a category, and then choose an individual image from the category
- Sliding along the difficulty bar determines the number of pieces in the puzzle: easy has 4 pieces, medium has 6, and hard has 8 pieces
- Players use their fingers to rotate and move pieces on screen to connect with other pieces
- The game is over when the puzzle is complete and matches the original image

Available Now!
PLANET’ TOUCH: desktop

Brin our famille back to ether! Available Now!

Helping children learn to value nature

- Planet’Touch lets up to four users explore three outdoor scenes filled with nature, animals, friendly faces, and unfortunately garbage
- Placing the garbage in the appropriate container rewards the players with a cleaner park, beach, or ski slope – and replaces garbage with nature
- An easy way to teach about sustainability!

How to Play

- Select one of the three scenes to play, including a park, beach, or ski slope
- Drag rubbish from the scene to its matching container to clean up. There are bins to recycle cans, bottles, paper, and garbage
- Trees and flowers appear in place of garbage when the scene is cleaned successfully
- The game is won when all the garbage is gone!
SHAPES'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our famil back to ether! Available Now!

The classic block game, reimagined
- Shapes'Touch is an educational children’s game to practice colors, shapes, size, and organization
- Players move shapes from the screen’s sides to the center in order to match characteristics
- The game can be played individually or as a collaboration with up to 4 children
- 3 levels of difficulty: Easy, Medium, Hard
- The game is completed when all the center outlines have been matched with their shapes

How to Play
- Players select the level of difficulty and a series of filled and outlined shapes appear on screen
- The center screen will display several black shapes with varying colored outlines. The right and left sides will display filled shapes that match the center images based on shape and color
- Players drag the side shapes to the center match
- Each round ends as soon as all the shapes are paired. The game is timed, but there is no limit
NUMBER S'TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our famil back to ether! Available Now!

Test your math skills!
- Numbers’Touch is an entertaining way for children to practice the 4 basic math skills: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
- Gameplay is both fun and competitive for 1-4 players at a time
- The questions are generated randomly, creating several difficulty levels and keeping play varied
- The game is timed, fostering quick thinking

How to Play
- Players receive a game module where they answer equations, and track their score and time
- Each round has an equation in the center, along with various number tiles - some which will be the correct answer, others will not
- Players drag a number tile to their side to answer the question. The first player to answer correctly gains a point. Scores are stored for each player
- Rounds will continue until the game is quit
WORDS'TOUCH : desktop app

Brin our famil back to ether! Available Now!

A fun, interactive word game
- Words’Touch is an entertaining way for children to practice spelling and organizational skills
- Gameplay is both educational and competitive for 1-4 players at a time
- Children must recognize items and associate them with words, and spell correctly
- The game is timed, fostering quick thinking
- Option to update content through extranet

How to Play
- Players receive a game module where they spell their words, and track their score and time
- Each round has an image in the center, along with various lettered tiles - some which help spell the word, others do not
- Players drag letter tiles in the right order to their side to spell the word. The first player to spell correctly wins points based on the difficulty
- The game continues until all images are played
QUIZ' TOUCH: desktop app

Brin our familt back to ether! Available Now!

Test your trivial knowledge!
• Quiz’Touch is a fun way to test your skills with trivia questions from dozens of categories
• Two to four players can play, competing against each other and the clock to answer trivia
• A question is presented in the center with 4 possible choices. The first person to guess correctly wins that round and the points awarded are added to their score
• Comes with 20 themes & around 1000 questions!

How to buy
• Quiz’Touch app and one pack of quizzes included FREE!
• In-app purchase for additional content
• Quizzes are grouped in packs, prices vary
• 4 packs a month = 12 new quizzes minimum!

How to Play
• Quizzes are bought as part of a pack, with various games. Select a pack and which quiz to play
• There are approximately 40 questions per category, varying in level of difficulty
• Each player has 10 seconds to answer the question correctly. If no one has answered within 5 seconds, a hint will appear
• Each correct answer wins 1, 2 or 3 points depending on difficulty. The highest scorer wins!

Q: What animal is this

Hint: The king of jungle

A: Lion Tiger Elephant Cat